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West of the Wind Outdoor Canvas
40"x30" Wall Art - Chitter Chatter
WOW-OU-87044

Transport yourself into nature with this stunning and vivid outdoor art piece. This unique and inspired
artwork features bright, beautiful colors and is printed on canvas using giclée printing technology. Each piece
is waterproof, UV protected, and gallery wrapped on vinyl stretcher bars, making it safe for the outdoors and
keeping it protected from the elements. Hang this colorful, nature-inspired piece on your patio, porch or even
a fence and watch as your outdoor living space is transformed. Giclée Giclée is the French word meaning "to
spray or to squirt with a nozzle." The term "giclée print" connotes an elevation in printmaking technology.
Images are generated from high resolution digital scans and printed with archival quality inks onto canvas.
The giclée printing process provides better color accuracy than other means of reproduction. Another
tremendous advantage of giclée printing is that digital images can be reproduced to almost any size and onto
various media. The quality of the giclée print rivals more traditional methods and is commonly found in
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museums, art galleries, and photographic galleries. Wrap Method This is a method of stretching artist's
canvas so that the canvas wraps around the sides onto stretcher bars and is secured to the back of the
frame. The term gallery wrap refers to an image that appears on the sides of the frame as well as the front.
The image on the sides is either a continuation or a reflection of the main image, or an otherwise fabricated
element such as a solid color or colors derived from the adjacent image. This method of stretching and
preparing a canvas allows a frameless presentation of the finished painting. Hanging System Designed to
withstand 60mph winds, each print includes a simple yet effective hardware for outdoor installation. The
"hooks" can be screwed into a stone, stucco, brick, wood, or aluminum. Brackets affixed to the back of the
image snap into place on then hooks. A template is included for ease of installation. Waterproof, UV
protected and gallery wrapped on 1 1/2" vinyl stretcher bars with stainless steel staples. This outdoor Canvas
Art can be placed in any outdoor location with direct exposure to the elements.

40"W x 1.5"D x 30"H
Waterproof
UV protected
Wrapped on vinyl stretcher bars
Printed using giclee printing technology
Mounting hardware included
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